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AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF 0.5-METER-DIAMETER, 337-METER-
PER-SECOND TIP SPEED, 1.5-PRESSURE-RATIO, SINGLE-STAGE
FAN DESIGNED FOR LOW NOISE AIRCRAFT ENGINES
by Thomas F. Gelder and George W. Lewis, Jr.
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
Overall and blade-element aerodynamic performance of a 0. 271-scale model of
QF-1 are presented, examined, and then compared and evaluated with that from similar
low noise fan stage designs from NASA's low noise aircraft engine programs. The QF-1
fan was designed and previously tested outdoors by NASA in one of these programs. The
emphasis of the previous full-scale tests was on acoustics; only a limited amount of
aerodynamic data were obtained. The present tests were in a conventional aerodynamic
test facility. They covered a wide range of speeds and weight flows along with variations
in stator setting angle and stator axial spacing from the rotor.
Stage overall performance on a calculated operating line passing through the design
point was 1. 475 total pressure ratio (1. 499 design) and 0. 835 efficiency (0.848 design).
Resetting the stator increased stage efficiency to 0. 845. At design speed with stator at
design setting angle and a fixed distance between stage measuring stations, there were
no significant effects of increasing the axial spacing between the rotor and stator from
1. 0 to 3. 5 rotor chords on stage overall pressure ratio, efficiency, or stall margin.
Stage stall occurred when blade row loading limits were encountered. The stator
hub elements initiated stall at 90 and 100 percent of design speed and were near stall,
if not initiating it, when the stage stalled at all lower speeds for all configurations
tested. A modified loading parameter that correlated this stator hub near stall operat-
ing conditions for all speeds and configurations tested was the sum of the conventional
diffusion factor and a fraction (0. 44 for this stator) of the axial velocity ratio.
INTRODUCTION
In support of NASA's low noise aircraft engine programs (ref. 1), several fan stages
were designed, built, and tested (refs. 2 to 6). All of these fan designs embodied some
unconventional geometric and aerodynamic features. They were generally low tip speed,
single stage, without inlet guide vanes, with large axial spacing between blade rows (at
least two rotor chords), and with about twice the number of stator blades as rotor
blades. Also, attaining the desired fan pressure ratio of 1. 5 with the low tip speed gen-
erally resulted in relatively high rotor and stator blade loadings and stator inlet Mach
numbers as well as large negative relative air angles at the rotor hub exit. The detailed
aerodynamic performance of these unconventional designs needs documentation and un-
derstanding so that the noise related features can be properly assessed.
The first fan designed (ref. 2) and tested (ref. 3) in these low noise engine programs
was called QF-1. It was 1. 824 meters in diameter with a tip speed of 337 meters per
second and a design total pressure ratio of 1. 5. All tests were done in an outdoor facil-
ity instrumented primarily for noise performance. Some overall aerodynamic perform-
ance was obtained on QF-1 and reported in reference 3. Those tests were at less than
design speed, with only three exhaust nozzle sizes (throttle settings), with only fixed in-
strumentation, and with a fixed stator location and setting angle. A single large support
pylon (maximum thickness 20 percent of chord) downstream of the stators was also in-
volved. To obtain detailed aerodynamic performance of the QF-1 fan design without the
previous limitations, a 0.271-scale model was built and tested in a conventional indoor
compressor test facility at the NASA Lewis Research Center. The 0. 5-meter-diameter
model was designated stage 15-9 (rotor 15-stator 9).
Overall and blade-element performance for stage 15-9 were obtained over the stable
operating flow range at constant rotative speeds of 70, 90, and 100 percent of design
speed, and at the near-stall condition only for 50, 60, and 80 percent speeds. Three
axial spacings between rotor and stator were investigated: 1. 0, 1. 5, and 3. 5 rotor
chords (the latter is the QF-1 configuration). Two stator 9 setting angles were evaluated
and the exit pylon(s) were simulated for some of the tests. Some overall total pressure
ratio and weight flow results with rotor 15 tested without stators are also included.
The purposes of this report are: (1) to provide detailed aerodynamic performance
for the QF-1 design over a wide range of operation including axial movement of the sta-
tors and resetting them, (2) to examine the effects of stator spacing, stator reset, high
stator blade number, high blade loadings, large negative relative air angles at the rotor
hub exit, and other low noise features, on the aerodynamic performance of the fan, and
then (3) to compare and evaluate some of the aforementioned results with those from
other low speed designs from NASA's low noise aircraft engine programs.
For detailed reference, overall performance data from all the tests are tabulated as
are all blade-element data for configurations with the stator at 3. 5-rotor-chord spacing.
Some of these data have also been selected for illustrative plots.
The symbols and equations are defined in appendixes A and B. The abbreviations
and units used for the tabular data are defined in appendix C.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Test Stage Design
The aerodynamic and mechanical designs of the full-scale version of stage 15-9
(QF-1) were described in reference 2. Further details of the aerodynamic design are
included in this report for convenient reference.
Aerodynamic design. - Several computer programs have been developed to aid in the
design of compressors and fans. The programs used in the design of this fan stage were
a streamline analysis program, a blade geometry program, and a blade coordinates
program. These programs are presented in detail in references 7 to 9.
The streamline analysis program (ref. 7) calculates the velocity vector diagrams at
several axial locations, including planes approximating the blade leading and trailing
edges. This program accounts for both streamline curvatures and entropy gradients.
Weight flow, rotor speed, flow path geometry, and radial distributions of total pressure
and temperature are the inputs to this program.
The calculated velocity vectors and total pressure and temperature distributions
from the streamline analysis program are then used in the blade geometry program
(ref. 8). This program calculates the blade geometry which will satisfy the vector dia-
grams. Losses are calculated within this program. They are based on a calculated
shock loss (as related to the particular blade shape) and a profile loss.
After the blade geometry is defined for both the rotor and the stator, the blade co-
ordinate program presented in reference 9 is used to compute the blade elements on
conical surfaces approximating the stream surfaces passing through the blade. The pro-
gram then stacks these blade elements on a radial line about their center of gravity and
computes the Cartesian blade coordinates for fabrication.
The overall design parameters for stage 15-9 are listed in table I, and the flow path
is shown in figure 1. This stage was designed for an overall pressure ratio of 1. 499 and
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an efficiency of 0.848 at a weight flow of 29.16 kilograms per second (201.8 kg/sec/m
of annulus area). The design tip speed was 337 meters per second. The stage was de-
signed with a tip solidity of 1. 344 for the rotor and 1. 406 for the stator. There were
53 rotor blades with an aspect ratio of 3. 0 and 112 stator blades with an aspect ratio
of 5. 1. (Blade aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of average span to aerodynamic chord
at midspan.) The rotor inlet hub-to-tip ratio was 0. 5.
The blade-element design parameters for rotor 15 are presented in table II. This
rotor was designed for a radially constant total pressure ratio of 1. 541. The stator
blade-element design parameters are given in table in. The blade geometry is pre-
sented in table IV for rotor 15 and in table V for stator 9. Both rotor and stator used
multiple circular arc blade shapes. Percent span in this report is generally with refer-
ence to the blade tip and values are those for design streamlines at the rotor trailing
edge.
Mechanical design. - Rotor 15 blades are pin mounted at the base and have no vi-
bration dampers. Rotor 15 is shown in figure 2. Rotor blades were machined from
maraging 200 steel. Rotor tip clearance measured statically was about 0.07 centimeter,
Stator 9 and its mounting rings are shown in figure 3. Stator blades were machined from
17-4 stainless steel. The mounting rings were slotted by electrical discharge machin-
ing to conform to the blade sections at each end. A second set of mounting rings were
subsequently utilized as part of the test program. These alternate rings were slotted
for setting angles (angle between aerodynamic chord and the meridional plane) 3. 7°
closed from the design values to reduce stator incidence angles. This alternate stator
configuration is hereinafter referred to as the reset stator.
The stator assembly was tested in three different axial locations as shown in fig-
ure 1. The straight section between rotor and stator was varied in length by spacer
rings on each side of the stator assembly. Flow path contours adjacent to the stator
edges were the same at all stator locations. The baseline configuration was with the
stator leading edge 3. 5-rotor-chord lengths (13. 56 cm) downstream of the rotor trailing
edge. The stage was also tested with the stator at alternate locations of 1. 0 and 1. 5 ro-
tor chords downstream of the rotor.
A large pylon with its leading edge about six stator chords (11. 5 cm) downstream of
the stator trailing edge (fig. 1) supported the QF-1 stage in the full-scale outdoor facil-
ity (ref. 2), The pylon was simulated for a few of the scale model tests in order to eval-
uate its effects, if any, on aerodynamic performance of the stage. The pylon, as de-
picted in figure 1, was a symmetrical airfoil section with maximum thickness to chord
ratio of 0. 20. Pylon chord length was approximately 43 centimeters. Four smaller,
equally spaced pylons are also depicted in figure 1. This alternate pylon configuration
resulted in 15 percent more total blockage to the flow area compared with the single
pylon. A few tests were made with the four pylons. Unlike QF-1 design (ref. 2) the
flow path for stage 15-9 was not enlarged to account for pylon blockage.
Compressor Test Facility
The compressor test facility is the same as that described in reference 7. A sche-
matic view of the facility is shown in figure 4. The drive system consists of an electric
motor with a variable frequency speed control. The drive motor is coupled to a 5. 521-
to-1 ratio speed-increaser gearbox that drives the test rotor. Atmospheric air enters
from a line on the roof of the building and flows through the orifice and into the plenum
chamber just upstream of the test rotor. The air then passes through the compressor
stage and the collector valve and exhausts to either a low- or high-vacuum receiver, as
required.
Instrumentation
The compressor weight flow was determined from measurements with a calibrated
thin-plate orifice. The air temperature at the orifice was determined from an average
of two Chromel-Alumel thermocouples. Pressures across the orifice were measured
by calibrated transducers.
Radial surveys of the flow were made at three axial locations: upstream of the ro-
tor, between the rotor and the stator, and downstream of the stator (see fig. 1). There
are two survey planes available between the rotor and stator when the stators are at
3. 5-rotor-chord spacing, station 2a near the rotor exit and station 2b near the stator
inlet.
Two combination probes (fig. 5(a)) and two 8° wedge probes (fig. 5(b)) were used at
each axial measuring station. The probes were located approximately 90° apart, with
the two like probes located opposite each other (fig. 6). The combination probes at sta-
tion 3 were circumferentially traversed 3. 2° (1 stator blade gap) counterclockwise from
the nominal values shown in figure 6. The wedge probes were used to determine static
pressure; and the combination probes were used to determine total pressure, total tem-
perature, and flow angle. Each probe had associated null-balancing equipment that auto-
matically alined the probe to the direction of flow. Iron-constantan thermocouples were
used in the combination probes to determine stream temperatures. Calibrated trans-
ducers were used to measure all pressures.
Static pressure taps were also installed on both the outer and inner walls of the
compressor casing. These pressure taps were at the same axial location as the probes
but were offset in the circumferential direction (see fig. 6). The rotative speed of the
test rotor was determined by an electronic speed counter. The test data were recorded
by a central data recording system.
The estimated errors of the data, based on inherent accuracies of the instrumenta-
tion and recording system are as follows:
Weight flow, kg/sec . ±0. 3
Rotative speed, rpm ±30
Flow angle, deg ±1
Temperature, K ±0.6
Q
Rotor-inlet total pressure, N/cm ±0.01
r)
Rotor-outlet total pressure, N/cm ±0.07
f)
Stator-outlet total pressure, N/cm ±0. 07
r\
Rotor-inlet static pressure, N/cm ±0.04
n
Rotor-outlet static pressure, N/cm ±0. 04
o
Stator-outlet static pressure, N/cm ±0. 04
A further indication of the consistency of the data can be observed by comparing the
integrated weight flows at each measuring station with the orifice weight flow in table VI.
Test Procedure
For each stage configuration, survey data were taken over a range of weight flows
(obtained by adjusting back pressure on the stage) from maximum flow to the near-stall
conditions at 70, 90, and 100 percent of design speed. At 50, 60, and 80 percent of de-
sign speed, surveys at all stations were made at the near-stall weight flow only. Data
were recorded at nine radial positions for each speed and weight flow. At each radial
position the two combination probes behind the stator were circumferentially traversed
to nine different locations across the stator gap (3. 2°). The wedge probes were set at
midgap because preliminary studies showed that the static pressure across the stator
gap was constant. Values of pressure, temperature, and flow angle were recorded at
each circumferential position. At the last circumferential position, values of pressure,
temperature, and flow angle were also recorded for stations 1 and 2. All probes were
then traversed to the next radial position and the circumferential-traverse procedure
repeated.
At each of the six rotative speeds, the back pressure on the stage was increased (by
closing the sleeve valve in the collector) until a stalled condition was evident. Stall was
detected by a sudden drop in stage-outlet total pressure which was measured by a probe
located at midpassage and recorded on an X-Y plotter. Stall was also confirmed by large
increases in blade stresses on both rotor and stator, along with a sudden increase in
noise level.
The actual weight flow at stall was not generally recorded in this test program, and
for this report references to stall or near stall flow will be actually the lowest possible
flow where survey data were obtained for a given configuration. From some exploratory
tests at 90 and 100 percent speed it was observed that actual weight flow at stage stall
was about 1 kilogram per second higher with survey probes in the stream than without.
However, at these same speeds, inserting the survey probes tended to lower the flow
through the orifice about 1 kilogram per second. The net result is that the near stall
flows presented herein for 90 and 100 percent speed are believed to be representative of
actual flows at stage stall unaffected by survey probes. At speeds below 90 percent, the
presence of the survey probes did not affect the actual stall flow or orifice flow.
Calculation Procedure
All data shown in this report have been corrected to standard conditions (i. e., total
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pressure of 10. 13 N/cm2 and total temperature of 288. 2 K) at the rotor inlet (station 1).
Hereinafter, references to weight flow or equivalent weight flow, or to speed or equiva-
lent rotative speed, are to corrected values of these variables. Also, unless noted, all
weight flows are the orifice measured values. The blade-element data have been trans-
lated from the measuring stations along design streamlines to conditions at the blade
edges. The translation procedure described in reference 8 was used.
Due to the physical construction of the 8° wedge probe (fig. 5(b)), static pressure
could not be measured at the 5, 10, and 95 percent span from tip locations. Thus, a
linear interpolation between the outer -wall static pressure and the value of static pres-
sure at 15 percent span from tip was used to obtain static pressure at 5 and 10 percent
span. At 95 percent span, an interpolation between the static pressures at 90 percent
span and the inner wall was used to obtain the static pressure.
At each radial survey position, nine circumferential values of pressure, tempera-
ture, and flow angle were measured downstream of the stator (station 3). The nine val-
ues of total temperature were mass averaged to obtain stator-outlet total temperature.
The nine values of total pressure were converted to their enthalpy equivalent,
|[?>2a (or 2b^^lJ ~ *i» ancl ^nen mass averaged. Compressor adiabatic (temper-
ature rise) efficiency is basically defined as the ratio of ideal- to actual- enthalpy (work)
input in order to achieve the actual total pressure ratio developed by the compr essor.
That is why enthalpy equivalents of total pressure are used to mass average the pres-
sures for subsequent efficiency calculations. (Efficiency differences between mass aver-
aging pressures directly instead of their enthalpy equivalents are generally insignificant
for a single-stage compressor. ) The flow angle presented for each radial position is
calculated based on mass-averaged axial and tangential velocities. All the blade-element
data presented at the stator outlet are based on these averaged values of pressure, tem-
perature, and flow angle.
To obtain the overall performance, the radial values of total temperature were mass
averaged and the values of total pressure were converted to their enthalpy equivalent and
then mass averaged as before.
Performance comparisons to design values as well as comparisons to other fans are
often made along an operating line passing through the design point (refs. 4 to 6). Such
an operating line can be calculated for a fixed area fan exhaust nozzle (or exhaust throttle
setting). The ratio of nozzle static pressure to total pressure is set equal to the recip-
rocal of the measured fan total pressure ratio at design speed, and the temperature is
also determined from tests. Only one nozzle exhaust area will satisfy the aforemen-
tioned requirements. Once determined at design speed, the fixed area can be utilized to
locate the operating line intersection with other constant speed lines of interest. Along
such an operating line the fan performs much like it would in a complete engine system
(with a fixed bypass ratio), responding to fuel flow changes by changes in speed. Such
an operating line passing through the design point will be calculated and utilized for
evaluating performance in this report.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The test results as affected by speed, weight flow, stator setting angle, axial spac-
ing of stators, exit pylons, and measuring station location are presented and discussed
in this section. Stage overall performance is presented first. Rotor and stator per-
formance are next, both overall and blade element. Then, blade-element loadings near
stage stall are examined and correlated for the various configurations tested. Finally,
some performance comparisons with other low noise fan stage designs from NASA's low
noise aircraft engine programs are made.
Overall performance parameters for all configurations are listed in table VI.
Blade-element tabulations for the rotor and stator in the baseline configuration are given
in tables VII to XXVII (rotor) and XXVUI to XLVIII (stator). The baseline configuration
is the same as QF-1 and is defined as that with the stator at design setting angle and
3. 5 rotor chords downstream of the rotor trailing edge as shown in figure 1.
Stage Overall Performance
Baseline configuration. - An overall performance map for stage 15-9 is presented
in figure 7. At design speed and on the calculated operating line (explained in the section
Calculation Procedure) passing through the design point, the baseline stage pressure ra-
tio, efficiency, and percent design weight flow were 1.475, 0.835, and 98.0, respec-
tively; these compare favorably with design values of 1. 499, 0. 848, and 100.0. How-
ever, the near-stall line is not much removed from the operating line shown. The
calculated stall margin (defined in appendix B) from the operating line is only about
4 percent which is inadequate for applications of interest.
Further insight into the stall characteristics of the stage are possible with the ro-
tor 15 (installed without stator 9) results shown in figure 8. These rotor-alone data are
from an earlier series of tests in a similar test facility. Temperature data were not
available, but rotor exit air angles were measured along with total pressure ratio and
weight flow. The near-stall line for rotor alone (fig. 8) is substantially improved both
in pressure and in flow over that for the stage, particularly at the higher speeds. This
favorable shift in near-stall line indicates stage stall was stator controlled, at least at
90 and 100 percent of design speed. At the lower speed, the stator or rotor or both may
be critical, that is, stall first. Thus provisions were made to reset the stator for some
of the subsequent tests.
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Rotor overall total pressure ratio at design speed starts to decrease with flow re-
ductions below about 93 percent of design (fig. 8). And, as demonstrated by Bullock,
Wilcox, and Moses (ref. 10), a pressure-flow characteristic at constant speed that has
a positive slop is a necessary condition for flow instability and surge. Thus stall mar-
gin that is dependent on a positive slope characteristic may not be realized in a practi-
cal engine installation. Factors which caused this undesirable characteristic at the
lower flows are discussed in the section Effects of weight flow.
The maximum flow values at 100 and 90 percent speed in figure 8 indicate that flow
capacity for stage 15-9 was controlled by the rotor because the values from the rotor
alone tests agreed with those from the stage tests.
;
Reset stator configuration. - The amount of stator reset was selected by comparing
the measured absolute air angles (at station 2a) with rotor alone at near-stall weight
flow to those with the stage at near stall weight flow. The rotor-alone angle at design
speed and 90 percent span from the tip was about 3° higher than the stage baseline con-
figuration. To compensate for this higher possible rotor exit air angle, another set of
stator blade mounting rings (fig. 3) were provided which realined the chord line of the
stators 3. 7° in the closed or incidence reducing direction.
The overall performance for stage 15-9 with the reset stator at 3. 5-rotor-chord
axial spacing is shown in figure 9. Results from the baseline configuration and the cal-
culated operating line are included for comparison. At design speed and on the oper-
ating line, the reset stator configuration exhibits stage pressure ratio, efficiency, and
percent design weight flow of 1. 482, 0. 845, and 98. 6, respectively. This represents
a slight improvement in operating line performance compared with the baseline config-
uration. The near-stall flow at design speed with the reset stator has been substantially
reduced to about 87 percent of design compared with about 95 percent for the baseline
configuration. However, stators cannot energize the flow and the positive slope of the
rotor characteristic previously discussed (fig. 8) precludes a useable improvement in
stall margin with the reset stator.
Close stator spacing configurations. - Overall performance for stage 15-9 with the
stators moved axially closer to the rotor than the 3. 5 rotor chords of the baseline con-
figuration is presented in figure 10(a) for stators at design setting angle and in fig-
ure 10(b) for reset stators. These alternate (closer) stator locations are 1. 0 and 1. 5
rotor chords from the rotor trailing edge. Compared with the 3. 5-rotor-chord spacing
configurations, there are insignificant effects on stage pressure ratio, efficiency, or
stall margin in moving the stators to 1. 0 or 1.5 rotor chord spacings at either design
or reset stator setting angles. These comparisons are based on the performance meas-
ured at instrumentation planes (or stations) 1 and 3 which do not change with stator lo-
cation as illustrated in figure 11. Thus for the fixed distance between stage measuring
stations 1 and 3, the longer portion of ducting with the higher and swirling rotor exit ve-
locities (fig. ll(a)) did not result in an overall performance decrement relative to the
longer portion of ducting with the lower and axial stator exit velocities (fig. ll(b)) as
might be expected.
Exit pylon configurations. - Overall performance with exit pylons downstream of the
stators is presented in figure 12. The axial spacing of stators was 3. 5 rotor chords and
only the near stall and wide open throttle flows were tested. The exit pylons did not re-
strict the maximum flow capacity of the stage. Exit pylons did reduce the near stall
flow of the stage and result in a maximum stall margin from the operating line of 13 per-
cent at design speed for the reset stator configuration with 1 exit pylon. But as previ-
ously discussed, this stall margin improvement is unusable because of the slope of the
pressure-flow characteristic which is rotor controlled.
Comparison of stage 15-9 with QF-1. - For convenient reference, the QF-1 overall
total pressure ratio data from reference 3 (three exit nozzle configurations) is presented
in figure 13. Also, some additional pressure and efficiency (temperature) data (unpub-
lished NASA data) from QF-2 (like QF-1 except for reblading to change direction of rota-
tion) is included. With QF-1 and QF-2, the maximum speed tested was 90 percent of
design. The peak total pressure at constant speed comparison between stage 15-9 and
QF-1 and QF-2 is favorable. Flow comparisons are not conclusive because of the scat-
ter in the full-scale data. The peak efficiencies shown for QF-2 at 70 and 90 percent de-
sign speed are 6 and 5 percent lower, respectively, than those for stage 15-9 (80 percent
speed data not available for stage 15-9). The differences in efficiency are not attributed
to a scale effect but rather to the difficulties in obtaining accurate temperature measure-
ments with the instrumentation and conditions at the outdoor full-scale facility as indi-
cated in reference 3.
Rotor Performance
Effects of measuring station. - The overall performance at design speed for rotor 15
with the stators at 3. 5-rotor-chord axial spacing is shown in figure 14 as a function of
weight flow and location of measuring station 2. With the wide spacing available between
blade rows in the baseline configuration, two measuring stations were provided between
the rotor and stator (see fig. 1). Either station 2a (near rotor trailing edge) or sta-
tion 2b (near stator leading edge) were instrumented for a given series of tests. Overall
total pressure and efficiency (fig. 14) are consistently a little lower from station 2b
compared to that from station 2a. There was no significant change in total temperature
between these two stations. Based on station 2b and a flow 98. 5 percent of design (on a
calculated operating line passing through the design point (fig. 14)), rotor total pressure
ratio and efficiency were 1. 510 and 0. 895. Comparable values based on station 2a were
1. 520 and 0. 910. Rotor design values were 1. 541 and 0. 909 (table I). Also shown in
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figure 14 is the effect of resetting the stator which was to lower the minimum, near-
stall flow but otherwise not change rotor overall performance.
Radial distributions of rotor pressure ratio, temperature ratio, and efficiency as
affected by measuring station are shown in figure 15. The stator is at 3. 5-rotor-chord
axial spacing and at design setting angle for figure 15(a) and reset 3. 7° closed for fig-
ure 15(b). For the design stator angle the two reading numbers have nearly identical
weight flow to design ratios thus differences should be only due to the different measur-
ing stations used. For the reset stator, reading numbers with the closest available
flows for the different measuring stations are shown. Total pressure ratio trends are
similar for both stator setting angles. The pressure is less at station 2b than at sta-
tion 2a mainly in both end wall regions but also at midspan. For the equal flow data in
figure 15(a), total temperature differences between stations 2a and 2b may be insignifi-
cant. But, for unknown reasons, the 50 percent span value is consistently slightly lower
at station 2b for all available data when plotted as a function of weight flow. The effect
of measuring station on the radial distribution of efficiency for the design setting angle
(fig. 15(a)) is similar to that just described for total pressure.
Further evidence of a small but systematic drop in midspan total pressure (ratioed
to rotor inlet) between stations 2a and 2b is presented in figure 16. Here, the 30, 50,
and 70 percent span rotor outlet total pressure ratios were averaged for each flow con-
dition and accompanying measuring station (2a or 2b). These midspan average rotor
outlet total pressure ratios were then divided by stator outlet free stream total pressure
ratios averaged over the same spanwise region. The average rotor outlet ratios to
average stator outlet (free stream) ratios are then plotted as a function of percent de-
sign flow. The spanwise averaging was done to indicate the spanwise extent involved and
also to minimize possible streamline inconsistencies between stations. The stator out-
let free stream total pressure ratio (average of three highest total pressures from sta-
tion 3 circumferential surveys across stator wake) was selected for reference because
in some experimental evaluations (e. g., refs. 11 and 12) this is utilized as the rotor exit
total pressure. The average drop in the midspan total pressure ratio between stations
2a and 2b in figure 16 is about 0.01. With the standard rotor inlet pressure of 10. 13
n
N/cm (14. 69 psi), this represents an absolute drop in average midspan total pressure
o
of about 0. 10 N/cm (0.15 psi). Also, the total pressure measured at station 2b agreed
(within probe accuracy) with the stator outlet free stream value previously described;
those measured at station 2a were consistently higher. Percent of design flow or stator
reset did not appear to alter these results.
Radial distributions of rotor total loss coefficient co', diffusion factor D, and de-
viation angle 6°, as affected by measuring station are shown in figure 17. The same
reading numbers used for the pressure, temperature, and efficiency comparisons
(fig. 15(a)) are used for the figure 17 parameters. Comparing the rotor results from
station 2b to those from station 2a reveals the following trends: (1) losses co' are much
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higher near both end walls but are about the same at midspan because both temperature
and pressure are a little lower there (see fig. 15(a)), (2) loadings in terms of D factor
tend to be a little higher near the tip and a little lower near the hub, and (3) deviation
angles are 1° to 2° higher across most of the span.
With rotor loss coefficient differing only in the end wall regions between stations
2a and 2b such differences could be attributed to increased losses in the inner and outer
wall boundary layers in the annulus length between the two stations. With such a devel-
oping annulus wall flow loss model, charging these losses to the rotor or to the stator
may not be appropriate. Perhaps a separate annulus wall loss term should be identified
for the wide axial spacing of stator configurations. Correlation of such data is not evi-
dent, however. For as previously discussed (fig. 11), there is no difference in overall
total pressure ratio between stations 3 and 1 in moving the stator from 3. 5- to 1. 0-
rotor-chord axial spacing although the annulus lengths and flow velocities are changed.
Another problem with the annulus wall flow loss model is that the midspan differ-
ences in total pressure ratio between stations 2a and 2b (figs. 15 and 16) are not ac-
counted for. Perhaps mixing of the rotor wake with the free stream is not completed by
measuring station 2a which is about 0. 5 rotor chord downstream of the rotor trailing
edge (fig. 1). The 0. 5-rotor-chord location for rotor exit instrumentation has in the
past been justified by the work of Lieblein and Roudebush (ref. 13). They showed that
practically all the loss in total pressure arising from the mixing of the wake is incurred
within 0. 5-chord length distance behind the blade. However, those results were based
on very low speed (M < 0. 25), two-dimensional cascade sections which could differ sub-
stantially from those for the relative high speed (M« 0. 65 at midspan), highly loaded
sections (D w 0. 5) of rotor 15. If pressure losses arising from the mixing of the rotor
wake continue downstream of station 2a (0. 5 rotor chord), then total pressures meas-
ured at station 2b (2. 5 rotor chords) would be lower than those at station 2a and such
additional losses should be charged to the rotor.
Instrumentation utilized in the present study were not sufficient to give a detailed
description of the flow between the rotor and stator. Such a picture is required in order
to properly charge losses, for example, to the rotor, the stator, or the intermediate
annulus walls. Further study and analysis is required so that design systems can be
refined to properly account for the various components in wide blade row spacing con-
figurations.
Rotor blade-element performance in this report will be based on measuring sta-
tion 2a (and station 1) unless noted. These measuring stations are nearest the blade
edges of interest and are also those previously used to measure the performance of ro-
tors tested in the same facility (e. g., refs. 7 and 8). However, when rotor 15 overall
performance is later compared with that from contractor designs, measuring station 2b
(and station 1) will be utilized. This is because the rotor data from the contractor de-
signs are based on stator exit free stream pressure being the rotor exit pressure and,
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as previously shown (fig. 16), station 2b pressure equals the stator exit free stream
value (at least over the midspan region from 30 to 70 percent span) while station 2a
pressure is consistently a little higher.
Effects of weight flow. - With the rotor at design speed, the stator at 3. 5-rotor-
chord spacing, and for different flows, radial distributions of pressure ratio, tempera-
ture ratio, and efficiency are shown in figure 18; total loss coefficient, diffusion factor,
and deviation angle are shown in figure 19; and pressure ratios across the rotor, the
stator, and the stage are shown in figure 20. Throttling the flow from 100. 0 to 94. 8
percent of design significantly increased total temperature (energy addition) and total
pressure over the outer two-thirds span (fig. 18). Concurrently, rotor losses are de-
creasing (fig. 19), and efficiencies are increasing (fig. 18) in this same region of the
blade. At flows less than about 95 percent of design, rotor total pressure decreases
with further decreases in flow over the entire span (fig. 20). The largest decreases in
total pressure occur over the outer two-thirds span where rapidly increasing losses and
decreasing energy addition (see table XVIII, reading number 683) combine to yield the
undesirable positive slope pressure-flow characteristic for the rotor and thus for the
stage as shown.
In the hub region from about 80 to 100 percent span, rotor total pressure decreases
slightly but consistently as the flow is throttled from about 100. 0 to 88. 6 percent of de-
sign (fig. 20(e)). This is a consequence of the negative relative air angles (turning past
the axial direction) in the low noise design of rotor 15 (see tables II and IV). Rotor
losses in this hub region are less than design for all flows shown (fig. 19). Coupled
with the nearly constant and near design energy addition, the hub region efficiencies are
as much as three points above design at 85 percent span (fig. 18). Thus the unconven-
tional air turning past axial in the hub region resulted in very good performance with
little sensitivity to changes in flow.
For comparisons with design, the weight flow on the calculated operating line
passing through the design point is useful. This flow is about 98. 2 percent of design
(see fig. 7) which is that for reading number 539 (figs. 18 and 19). At this flow, the
radial distribution of energy addition is less than design except near the hub, and the
losses are greater than design between 15 and 50 percent span from the tip. The re-
sultant efficiency is as much as four points below design at the 30 percent span location.
The diffusion factor is generally less than design across the entire span and is about
0. 46 compared with 0. 479 (design) at the 30 percent span high loss location. Deviation
angles exceeded design over the outer half span with a maximum difference of about 3° at
5 percent span. This caused the energy addition to be less than design.
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Stator Performance
Effects of measuring station. - Radial distributions of stator total loss coefficient
w, diffusion factor D, and deviation angle 6°, as effected by measuring station are
shown in figure 21. The same reading numbers used in the rotor comparison (figs.
15(a) and 17) are used for the stator comparison in figure 21. Stator losses to are
lower near both end walls from station 2b data compared with station 2a, particularly
near the tip. There is also lower stator loss at midspan. These effects are the result
of the same differences in total pressure across the span of the rotor between stations
2a and 2b as previously shown in figure 15(a). Stator loadings in terms of D factor are
generally a little less from station 2b than from station 2a with about a 5 percent reduc-
tion at 90 percent span from the tip. Deviation angles at the stator exit are independent
of station 2 measurements.
Because most of the data for stage 15-9 was obtained with measuring station 2a in-
strumented rather than station 2b (see table VI), most of the tabulated blade-element
data for the stator (tables XXVIII to XLVHI) are based on station 2a (and station 3).
However, station 2b, which is much closer to the stator leading edge, would be a pref-
erable stator inlet reference. Otherwise the annulus wall losses between stations 2a
and 2b, or possible rotor wake mixing losses beyond station 2a are charged to the sta-
tor. This doesn't seem appropriate for stator blade-element evaluation. Fortunately,
except for stator loss coefficient, the other stator blade-element parameters (D factor,
axial velocity ratio, deviation angle, etc.) are not significantly different whether based
on station 2a or 2b. To examine stator blade-element performance, the available sta-
tion 2b data (tables XXIX and XLVI to XLVIH) at design speed are utilized for the sub-
sequent plots and discussion.
Effects of weight flow. - The radial distribution of stator loss coefficient, diffusion
factor, and deviation angle as affected by changes in weight flow are shown in figure 22.
The rotor is at design speed and the stator at 3. 5-rotor-chord spacing. With the stator
at design setting angle, throttling the flow from 99. 8 to 95. 4 percent of design reduced
stator loss in the midspan region of the blade but increased losses at either end. A
near-operating line (calculated) flow of 98. 5 percent of design was obtained by reading
number 601 (fig. 22). At this flow, losses were near design values across the span but
loadings (D factors) were not attained. Deviation angles exceed design values across
the span with the largest differences, about 7°, at 5 percent span.
Also shown in figure 22 is the performance of the reset stator operating at one of
the same (nearly) weight flows as the design setting angle configuration. On this basis,
resetting the stator reduced losses across the entire span except at 5 percent from tip.
Loss reductions of about 50 percent are apparent at 15 to 50 percent span from tip. The
reduced losses at midspan are the result of the reduced incidence angles due to reset.
As listed in table XL, reading number 709, the incidence angle to the suction surface at
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50 percent span for the reset stator is -6.0°. The comparable value in table XXDC, read
ing number 602, for the design stator setting is -0. 6°. At the same weight flow of about
95 percent of design, resetting the stator resulted in small diffusion factor changes with
reductions at the blade ends and increases in the midspan region.
Losses, Loadings, and Deviation Angle Variations with Incidence Angle
Rotor. - Total loss coefficient u5', diffusion factor D, and deviation angle 6° are
presented in figure 23(a) to (e) for spanwise locations of 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent
span from tip, respectively. The stator is at 3. 5-rotor-chord axial spacing, the intra-
blade row instrumentation is at station 2a, and both stator setting angles are utilized to
maximize the incidence angle range. Speeds of 70, 90, and 100 percent of design are
shown as are the design point values for each parameter. The incidence angles corre-
sponding to the flow on the calculated operating line at design speed are also indicated by
vertical arrows.
Rotor losses across the span appear to be near minimums at the lowest incidence :
angles. This agrees with peak overall efficiency for the rotor occurring near maximum
flow (fig. 14). At design speed and at operating line incidence angles in figure 23, rotor
loss is also near minimum values. These minimum losses are close to-, or even less
than-design values across the span. However, at design speed, the low loss range of
incidence is quite narrow and losses increase sharply, especially in the 30 to 70 percent
span region as soon as the reset stator allows operation at weight flows less than about
95 percent of design. These are the flows and elemental locations where the rotor
pressure-flow characteristic turns positive as previously discussed. The range of low
loss incidence angles increases as speed is reduced.
Resetting the stator had no effect on rotor blade-element losses which supports the
overall performance comparison previously noted (fig. 14).
Rotor loadings (D factor) are independent of stator setting angle and are near de-
sign values at design incidence except near the hub (fig. 23(e)). The maximum rotor D
factor at design speed and 10 percent span from the tip is about 0. 475. However, at de-
sign speed as shown by figure 8, the stage stalled before the rotor alone stalled. Thus
the stator initiated stage stall at design speed. Therefore the rotor D factor of 0. 475
is not its maximum possible value. According to figure 8, at 70 percent design speed,
the rotor and stator may be equally critical in initiating stage stall. Thus the maximum
rotor D factor of about 0. 56 at 10 percent span from the tip (fig. 23(a)) is believed
near its maximum possible value. (A subsequent section entitled Blade Element Load-
ings Near Stage Stall contains further discussion.)
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Rotor deviation angle data of figure 23 vary a few degrees from the design values at
design incidence and speed. Rotor deviation angles with the reset stator are generally
1° or 2° less than with the design stator. There is a general increase in deviation angle
as speed is reduced.
Stator. - Total loss coefficient w, diffusion factor D, and deviation angle 6° are
presented in figure 24(a) to (e) for spanwise locations of 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent
span from tip, respectively. The stator is at 3. 5-rotor-chord axial spacing, the intra-
blade row instrumentation is at station 2b, and both stator setting angles are presented.
Only design speed data were taken for these configurations with instrumentation at sta-
tion 2b. Additional stator blade-element data based on station 2a measurements are
listed in tables XXVffl and XXX to XLV. Plots of these station 2a data are not presented
herein but were made and utilized to guide the fairing of the curves through and slightly
beyond the station 2b data of figure 24.
Based on all the stator 9 data, losses generally decreased smoothly with decreased
incidence angle until an abrupt increase occurred at lowest incidence. Resetting the sta-
tor 3. 7° closed from design values shifted the blade operation to lower incidence angles
across the span and allowed lowest loss operation at 2° to 3° more negative incidence.
The concept of a maximum suction surface Mach number for a blade element above
which losses abruptly rise could explain the observed loss behavior due to reset. Fur-
ther analysis to calculate the velocities on the blade surfaces is needed to substantiate
this concept.
As shown in figure 24, losses across the span at the same incidence angle are about
equal for either setting angle. For operating line incidence angles, denoted by the ver-
tical arrows for both setting angles, stator losses across the span are at or near their
minimum values which are equal to or even less than design values for both setting
angles. Losses are a little lower with the reset stator over the inner half span. These
lower stator losses with reset account for the improved overall stage performance pre-
viously shown (fig. 9). Operating line incidence angles range from about -4° near the
tip to -2° near the hub for the stator at design setting angle, and 1° to 4° more negative
for the reset stator. Design incidence was 0° across the span.
For operating line incidence angles, stator diffusion factors D near the tip and hub
are about the same for either setting angle. However, in the midspan region, the D
factor is about 0. 05 higher with reset while the accompanying losses are equal to or less
than those with the design setting angle. (The blade surface velocity analysis previously
suggested might also clarify this apparent contradiction of lower losses with higher D
factors for these stator 9 data.) Stator D factors are highest near the hub and in that
region (fig. 24(e)) they increase rapidly with increasing incidence. The maximum D
factor attained (fig. 24(e)) was about 0. 49 for the reset stator and about 0. 45 for the sta-
tor at design setting angle. The design value of 0. 51 at 90 percent span from the tip was
never attained. Because the stator at design setting angle stalls before the rotor at de-
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sign speed (fig. 8), the D factor of 0. 45 represents the maximum allowable loading for
stator 9. The 3. 7° stator reset raises this limit to 0. 49. (These stator loading limits
are further discussed and correlated in a subsequent section.)
Stator deviation angles across the span (fig. 24) generally show a shift due to reset.
Absolute values of deviation angle for the design setting angle are about 4° higher than
design across most of the span. With the reset stator, the spanwise average flow direc-
tion at the stator exit is about 9° from the axial direction. This combines the 3.7° of
reset and the deviation angle above design.
Blade Element Loadings Near Stage Stall
Effects of speed, flow, and configuration. - The combination of high inlet Mach
number and high diffusion factor at either the rotor tip or the stator hub generally makes
one or the other or both blade sections the critical element that initiates stage stall. As
previously shown (fig. 8), the stator initiated stage stall at 90 and 100 percent speed
while at lower speeds, the stator or rotor or both may be critical, that is, stall first.
For a closer look at the critical blade element and its critical loading (D factor)
level with the stator at 3. 5-rotor-chord axial spacing, figures 25 to 28 are presented.
Diffusion factors as a function of flow over the range from choke to near stall are shown
for the stator hub, 90 percent span, (fig. 25) and rotor tip, 10 percent span, (fig. 26)
for the configurations without exit pylon(s). Corresponding figures with exit pylons are
shown in figures 27 and 28. Each figure (figs. 25 to 28) shows the stator at design
setting angle in part (a) and reset 3. 7° closed in part (b). Rotor-alone critical flows
from figure 8 are also indicated for convenient reference. Stator hub diffusion factor
(fig. 25) increases as flow is reduced until a maximum level is reached at the near-stall
flow that is the same for all speeds for a given stator setting angle. This implies the
stator hub elements were near stall when the stage was near stall for all speeds tested.
The critical D factor is about 0. 47 with design setting angle and about 0. 51 with reset,
both based on measuring station 2a (and station 3) which was utilized for most of the
tests. Based on measuring station 2b (preferred for the stator), the critical stator hub
D factors are about 5 percent lower at 0. 445 and 0. 485 for design-, and reset-setting
angle, respectively. At the same time, the rotor tip diffusion factors (fig. 26) appear
to approach a maximum level only at speeds below 90 percent of design. There, the
near-stall flows for the stage approach those indicated for the rotor alone. The rotor
tip maximum D factor is about 0. 56 (based on station 2a and station 1, preferred for
the rotor) and is independent of the stator setting angle. Because the stator hub elements
have been shown to be near stall at the lower speeds, it is not certain if the maximum
attained rotor tip D factor of about 0. 56 is a near-stall limit for the rotor. Blade-
element data from rotor alone tests are not available to clarify this point.
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With exit pylon(s), the stator hub critical D factor (fig. 27) is a little lower than
without pylons for both setting angles. Although the data with pylons was limited to
only a few speeds and flows, the difference in critical D factor between 1 and 4 exit
pylons appears insignificant (fig. 27(a)). This is not surprising because of the similar
total blockage to the exit flow. Rotor D factors are not significantly changed by the
addition of pylons downstream of the stator (fig. 28).
Although not presented in this report, configurations with the close axial spacing of
stators (1. 0 or 1. 5 rotor chord) gave essentially the same results as shown in figures
25 and 26 for the 3. 5-rotor-chord spacing'.
In summary, it is concluded that the stator hub elements initiated stage stall at
90 and 100 percent speed and were near stall, if not in fact initiating it, when the stage
stalled at all the lower speeds for all configurations of stage 15-9 tested.
Effects of axial velocity ratio across stator. - A study of the stator hub critical
loading levels for all configurations tested revealed small but systematic effects of
axial velocity ratio as shown in figure 29. As axial velocity ratio across the stator is
increased, the critical diffusion factor decreases linearly. The lower velocity ratios
are with the reset stator. The reset stator increased outlet static pressure relative to
the design setting angle and resulted in a lower stator exit velocity and thus a lower exit
to inlet velocity ratio. The higher velocity ratios are with the exit pylons. They tend
to block the flow, raise the stator exit velocity, and thus raise the velocity ratio. The
reasons for the apparent dependence of stator critical D "factor on axial velocity are
not presently known. However, this relation can be used to define a modified loading
parameter which effectively correlates all the stator near-stall data for all the various
configurations of stage 15-9 as demonstrated next.
Correlation of stator modified loading parameter near stall. - The modified loading
parameter, D + 0. ^ (VZ%/VZ2>> at 90 percent span from the tip (from fig. 29) is shown
as a function of flow in figure 30. Part (a) of the figure is for all the data utilizing
measuring stations 2a and 3 and part (b) is for the remaining data utilizing stations 2b
and 3. A single value of the critical stator modified loading parameter of 0. 932 (based
on stations 2a and 3) or the corresponding 0. 917 (based on stations 2b and 3) applies for
all configurations and all speeds within an overall data spread of about ±2. 5 percent.
The configurations with the closely spaced stators (1.0 and 1. 5 rotor chords) although
not shown here, yielded the same correlation.
Typical stator design practice is an axial velocity ratio of about 1.0. With the sta-
tor critical modified loading parameter of 0. 917, a critical D factor of about 0. 48 re-
sults. This compares unfavorably with other stator designs as discussed in the next
section.
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Comparisons with Other Designs
Overall performance. - Stage 15-9 performance comparisons with other low noise
fan stage designs from NASA's low noise aircraft engine programs are made in this
section. They all have similar tip speeds, pressure ratios, wide axial spacing of sta-
tors, (at least two rotor blade chords) and stator to rotor blade number ratios greater
than 2. 0. These fans have been tested and reported under NASA contracts (refs. 4 to 6).
Overall performance of all these fans at design speed and on operating lines passing






































































































Rotor 15, stator 9,
reset
Ref. 5, GE fan A
Ref. 6, GE fan B
Ref. 4, PWA fan
Based on measuring station 2b.
Bypass duct performance (nominal bypass ratio of 5. 0).
°Design with original stator.
Actual performance with redesigned stator.















































































































Ref. 14, GE fan A
Ref. 14, GE bypass duct
behind fan A
Ref. 14, GE fan B
Ref. 14, GE bypass duct
behind fan B
Ref. 4, PWA fan
Ref. 4, PWA original stator
Ref. 4, PWA redesigned stator
a!0 Percent span from tip for rotor blades; 90 percent span from tip for stator blades.
Multiple circular arc in rotor tip and stator hub regions.
CNACA 65-series thickness distribution on circular arc meanline.
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In general the contract stages were 3 to 5 points more efficient than stage 15-9,
with the rotors responsible for all but about 1 point of the stage differences. The nearly
double leading and trailing edge thickness to chord ratios of rotor 15 compared with the
contract designs could result in relatively higher rotor losses. This could particularly
apply over the outer half-span where the inlet relative Mach numbers are slightly super-
sonic (see table n). From 15 to 50 percent span from the tip, rotor 15 losses were as
much as 50 percent higher than design (fig. 19) and higher, for example, than compar-
able values measured on the 305-meter-per-second stage in the 20 to 80 percent span
region (ref. 4). These higher rotor 15 losses also caused the positive slope pressure-
flow characteristic previously discussed. Such a characteristic was not exhibited by the
contract rotors. Another general difference in the rotor designs considered is blade
aspect ratio, which differs mainly because of different blade numbers. For rotor 15 the
aspect ratio was 3. 0 compared with maximum values near 2. 0 for the other rotors. In
many other ways, all rotor designs considered appear similar. None have part span
dampers (fan A (refs. 5 and 14) utilized tip dampers). Blade shapes and solidities were
similar, as were maximum thickness to chord ratios, and mean line incidence angles
over the outer half-span.
The efficiency decrements across the various stator designs in the previous per-
formance table range from 3. 7 points (354 m/sec, fan A, ref. 5) to 6. 0 points
337 m/sec, stator 9, without reset). The lowest stator decrements are associated with
the 354-meter-per-second stages (fans A and B) both of which utilized NACA 65-series
thickness distributions on a circular arc meanline (see previous geometry table). Sta-
tor maximum thickness to chord ratios were about a third less than stator 9, and their
inlet Mach numbers were about 10 percent less in the hub region. The stators for both
354-meter-per-second stages (ref. 14 for geometry details) had edge thickness to chord
ratios on the order of two thirds those for stator 9. The stators in the 305-meter-per-
second stage (ref. 4) were multiple circular arc designs with inlet Mach numbers simi-
lar to stator 9; however, their maximum and leading edge thickness to chord ratios were
about one-third and two-thirds less, respectively, than stator 9. The chordwise distri-
bution of turning (camber) was also different for stator 9 compared with all the contract
designs. Stator 9 had about 30 percent more suction surface front turning (camber
ahead of an assumed normal shock intersection with the suction surface) than the sta-
tors of the 354-meter-per-second stages. Compared with the stators in the 305-meter-
per-second stage, stator 9 had nearly double their front turning over the inner half-span.
The higher front turning along with a thicker leading edge for stator 9 compared to the
contract designs probably resulted in much higher maximum velocities on the suction
surface. Diffusing this velocity to a trailing edge value that is about the same for all
designs would result in higher suction surface velocity gradients for stator 9 than for the
other designs at comparable inlet conditions. This would be true even if the stator 9
chord length were comparable to the other designs; instead, it is much shorter. In
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terms of aspect ratio, stator 9 has 5. 1 whereas the maximum value for the contract
stages is 3. 9. Although all stages considered satisfied the low noise stator vane to
rotor blade number ratio greater than 2, the 53 blades in rotor 15 was by far the highest
number used. Thus the higher velocity gradients (loadings) on the stator suction surface
could result in relatively higher losses for stator 9. Also, stator stall could occur at a
relatively higher flow as discussed next.
Blade loadings <near stage stall. - As previously shown for stator 9 (fig. 25(a)), the
stall critical loading occurs at the stator hub at design speed and is described by a D
factor of about 0. 445 (based on station 2b). Similar stator critical loading levels have
also been measured (unpublished NASA data) with a different stator design tested with
the same rotor 15. Compared with stator 9 design, this different stator had thinner
edges, different incidence angles, and a lower aspect ratio of 2. 7 (60 blades instead
of 112). These stator hub critical D factors near 0. 445 compare unfavorably with the
results from the 305-meter-per-second stage (ref. 4). There, two different stator de-
signs with aspect ratios of 2. 5 and 3. 7 had stator hub critical D factors of about 0:6 at
axial velocity ratios across the stator near unity. Thus stator aspect ratio is not be-
lieved to be the main reason for the large difference in loading capability just noted.
Neither is the higher maximum suction surface Mach numbers near the hub resulting :
from more front turning on stator 9 relative to the reference 4 stator designs. After all,
the stator 9 critical diffusion factor remained constant down to 50 percent speed where
any Mach number (shock) effects should be negligible. - ,"
The possible effects of scale and wall flow differences have not been evaluated. The
larger scale and smaller hub to tip ratio of the reference 4 stage compared to stage 15-9,
resulted in a stator blade span at midchord of about 16. 6 centimeters compared to about
9. 4 centimeters, respectively. The different test facilities also resulted in different
wall boundary layer conditions entering the fan and the stator which in turn probably in-
fluenced the critical value of D factor in the stator hub region. Definitive reasons for
the significant differences in near stall level of diffusion factor for these stators (ref. !4
and stator 9) with comparable inlet Mach numbers, incidence angles, and similar axial
spacings between rotor and stator are not presently known. Such differences, however,
greatly influence the stall margin and thus perhaps the usefulness of a stator critical
fan stage.
Stator hub diffusion factors near stage stall for the other low noise designs (refs.
5 and 6) are not available, nor is it known whether the stator hub was the stall critical
region for those designs.
Flow capacity. - As previously shown by figure 8, the maximum flow capacity for
stage 15-9 at design speed was controlled by the rotor blading. Maximum flow was
similarly rotor controlled in the contractor low noise designs (e. g., ref. 4). Design
values of minimum area ratio (actual flow area to a choked flow area at local conditions)
are often used to gage flow capacity. The radially mass-flow-averaged values of mini-
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mum area ratio for rotor 15 (table IV, last column) and the other contractor designs,















Ref. 14, GE fan A
Ref. 14, GE fan B
Ref. 4, PWAfan
Choked flow was attained during tests with fans A, B, and stage 15-9 at percent de-
sign flows of approximately 103. 0, 104. 0, and 100. 5, respectively. Thus it appears
that the design point average minimum area ratio for rotor 15 was too small and the
margin should have been greater than 1. 030, perhaps about 1.050 in order to increase
its choked flow value. Such an increase would probably increase the total range of flow
and also the stall margin on the usable, negative slope part of the pressure-flow charac-
teristic at design speed. Also, as shown by the blade-element data for both rotor and
stator (figs. 23 and 24), the present choking limit of stage 15-9 lies in the region of
minimum loss from hub to tip. Thus a larger design point value of average minimum
area ratio for rotor 15 could produce a well matched rotor and stator with a higher stage
efficiency occurring nearer the original design flow than that tested. Also, from before,
thinner rotor leading (and trailing) edge could reduce losses over most of the span
thereby improving efficiency and eliminating the positive slope pressure-flow character-
istic at the lower flows now limiting the stall margin. With these revisions to rotor 15,
stage efficiency and usable stall margin comparisons with the other contractor low noise
designs might then be more favorable than previously noted.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Aerodynamic tests with a 0. 5-meter-diameter, 337-meter-per-second tip speed,
1. 5-pressure-ratio, single-stage fan with 53 rotor blades and 112 stator blades designed
for low noise (0. 271 scale model of NASA QF-1) were conducted over a wide range of
speed and flow. Axial spacing between blade rows, stator setting angle, and exit pylon
simulation were also varied. The following principal results were obtained:
1. At design speed with stator at design setting angle and a fixed distance between
stage measuring stations, there were no significant effects of increasing the axial
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spacing between the rotor and stator from 1. 0 to 3. 5 rotor chords on stage overall pres-
sure ratio, efficiency, or stall margin.
2. On a calculated operating line passing through the design point, total pressure
ratio, and efficiency for the stage were 1. 475 and 0. 835 with the stator at design setting
angle compared to design values of 1. 499 and 0. 848. There was a six-point loss in ef-
ficiency across the stator as predicted in design. By resetting the stator 3. 7° closed,
the stage efficiency became 0. 845 with no change in rotor performance. Compared to
similar low noise fan stage designs from NASA's low noise aircraft engine programs,
the stage was three to five points less efficient, perhaps because of thicker rotor and
stator edges, a smaller rotor flow area margin, and more front camber on the stator.
3. Stall margin from a calculated operating line passing through the design point
was only 4 percent with the stator at design setting angle. Stall margins greater than
4 percent were attained with the reset stator but they depended on a positive slope
pressure-flow characteristic at design speed caused by high rotor losses making the
higher stall margins unusable in a practical application.
4. Stage stall occurred when blade row loading limits were encountered. The sta-
tor hub elements initiated stall at 90 and 100 percent of design speed and were near stall,
if not initiating it, when the stage stalled at all the lower speeds for all configurations
tested.
5. A modified loading parameter that correlated this stator hub near-stall operating
conditions for all speeds and configurations tested was the sum of the conventional dif-
fusion factor and a fraction (0. 44 for this stator) of the axial velocity ratio.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,






A0_ annulus area at rotor leading edge, 0. 144 man
o
Af frontal area at rotor leading edge, 0.192 m
C specific heat at constant pressure, 1004 J/(kg)(K)
c aerodynamic chord, cm
D diffusion factor
i mean incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line tangent to blade
XXX Vs
mean camber line at leading edge, deg
i.,0 suction-surf ace incidence angle, angle between inlet air direction and line tan-So
gent to blade suction surface at leading edge, deg
M Mach number
N rotative speed, rpm
ND design rotative speed, 13 020 rpm
n
P total pressure, N/cm
2
p static pressure, N/cm
r radius, cm
SM stall margin
T total temperature, K
U wheel speed, m/sec
V air velocity, m/sec
W weight flow, kg/sec
WD design weight flow, 29.16 kg/sec
Z axial distance referenced from rotor blade hub leading edge, cm
a cone angle, deg
O
a slope of streamline, deg
/3 air angle, angle between air velocity and axial direction, deg
)3' relative meridional air angle based on cone angle, arctan(tan /3' cos a /cos aj
\f ill C o
deg
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y ratio of specific heats (1. 40)
n
6 ratio of rotor inlet total pressure to standard pressure of 10.13 N/cm
6° deviation angle, angle between exit air direction and tangent to blade mean cam-
ber line at trailing edge, deg
77 efficiency
9 ratio of rotor inlet total temperature to standard temperature of 288. 2 K
K angle between blade mean camber line and meridional plane, deg
K__ angle between blade suction-surf ace at leading edge and meridional plane, deg
So
CT solidity, ratio of chord to spacing
oJ total loss coefficient
co profile loss coefficient
co0 shock loss coefficients
Subscripts:
ad adiabatic (temperature rise)
id ideal











1 instrumentation plane upstream of rotor (see fig. 1)
2a instrumentation plane nearest rotor trailing edge (see fig. 1)
2b instrumentation plane nearest stator leading edge (see fig. 1)
25
3 instrumentation plane downstream of stator (see fig. 1)
Superscript:












































Weight flow per unit annulus area
AvVe\
\ 5 / (B13)
Aan
28

















































ABBREVIATIONS AND UNITS USED IN TABLES
absolute
aerodynamic chord, cm
ratio of actual flow area to critical area (where local Mach number
is 1)
meridional air angle, deg
angle between axial direction and conical surface representing blade
element, deg
difference between mean camber blade angle and suction-surf ace
blade angle at leading edge, deg
deviation angle (defined by eq. (B3)), deg
diffusion factor (defined by eq. (B4))
adiabatic efficiency (defined by eq. (B9))
inlet (leading edge of blade)
incidence angle (suction surface defined by eq. (Bl) and mean de-
fined by eq. (B2)), deg
angle between blade mean camber line at leading edge and meridi-
onal plane, deg
angle between blade mean camber line at trailing edge and meridi-
onal plane, deg
angle between blade mean camber line at transition point and me-
ridional plane, deg
loss coefficient (total defined by eq. (B5) and profile defined by
eq. (B6))




outlet (trailing edge of blade)



































inlet radius (leading edge of blade), cm
outlet radius (trailing edge of blade), cm
radial position
equivalent rotative speed, rpm
angle between aerodynamic chord and meridional plane, deg
ratio of aerodynamic chord to blade spacing
speed, m/sec
suction surface
slope of streamline, deg
tangential
temperature, K
thickness of blade at leading edge, cm
thickness of blade at maximum thickness, cm
thickness of blade at trailing edge, cm
total
difference between inlet and outlet blade mean camber lines,
deg
velocity, m/sec
equivalent weight flow, kg/sec
ratio of suction-surface camber ahead of assumed shock loca-
tion of a multiple-circular-arc blade section to that of a
double-circular-arc blade section
axial distance to blade leading edge from rotor hub leading
edge, cm
axial distance to blade maximum thickness point from rotor
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TABLE I. - DESIGN OVERALL PARAMETERS
FOR STAGE 15-9
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 1.541
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 1.499
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO 1.145
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO 1.145
ROTOR ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.909
STAGE ADIABATIC EFFICIENCY 0.848
ROTOR POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.915
STAGE POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY 0.856
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT 0.334
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT 0.312
FLOW COEFFICIENT 0.581
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA 151.534















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VI. - OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF STAGE 15-9
(a) Stator at design setting angle; 3. 5-rotor-chord axial spacing; effects of speed and flow
Parameter
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
WT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
WT FLOW AT ORIFICE
WT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOW AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
PERCENT DESIGNS FLOW AT ORIFICE
























































































































































































ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
WT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
WT FLOW AT ORIFICE
WT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOW AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
PERCENT DESIGN WT FLOW AT ORIFICE




































































































































































ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RATIO
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
WT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
WT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
WT FLOW AT 'ORIFICE
WT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOW AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
PERCENT DESIGN WT FLOU AT ORIFICE




































































































































































TABLE VI. - Continued. OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF STAGE 15-9
(b) Stator at design setting angle; rotor exit instrumentation at station 2a; effects of exit pylon(s)
and axial spacing of slaters (3.5-rotor-chord axial spacing unless noted otherwise)
Parameter
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO-
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HUD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOW COEFFICIENT
UT FLOH PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
UT FLOH PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
HT FLOH AT O R I F I C E
UT FLOU AT ROTOR INLET
UT FLOH AT ROTOR OUTLET
HT FLOH AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
PERCENT DESIGN UT FLOH AT O R I F I C E
















































































































































































































ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
ROTOR TEW. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOU COEFFICIENT
.UT aOH PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
UT FLOH PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
UT FLOH AT O R I F I C E
UT FLOH AT ROTOR INLET
HT FLOH AT ROTOR OUTLET
HT FLOH AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
PERCENT DESIGN UT FLOU AT ORIFICE
Percent design speed (1 -rotor -chord axial spacing)
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ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOH COEFFICIENT
HT FLOU PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
UT FLOU PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
UT FLOH AT O R I F I C E
UT FLOH AT ROTOR INLET
UT FLOH AT ROTOR OUTLET
UT FLOH AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
•PERCENT DESIGN UT FLOH AT ORIF-ICE
Axial spacing, rotor chords
1 1.5
Percent design speed






















































































































































































































TABLE VI. -Concluded. OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF STAGE 15-9
(c) Stator reset; 3.7° closed; effects of speed, flow, exit pylon, and axial spacing of stators
(3.5-rotor-chord axial spacing and rotor exit instrumentation at station 2a unless noted otherwise)
Parameter
ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
ROTOR TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOH COEFFICIENT
UT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
HT FLOW PER UNIT ANNULUS AREA
UT FLOH AT O R I F I C E
HT FLOW AT ROTOR INLET
HT FLOH AT ROTOR OUTLET
UT FLOH AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
•PERCENT DESIGN HT FLOH AT O R I F I C E
Percent design speed
100 90
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ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
ROTOR TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE ' R A T I O
ROTOR TEMP. RISE E F F I C I E N C Y
STAGE TEMP. RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR MOMENTUM RISE EFFICIENCY
ROTOR HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
STAGE HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOH COEFFICIENT
HT FLOW PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
KT FLOW PER UNIT iWiULUS AREA
HT FLOH AT O R I F I C E
HI FLOH AT ROTOR INLET
HT FLOH AT ROTOR OUTLET
UT FLOW AT STATOR OUTLET
ROTATIVE SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
PERCENT DESIGN HT FLOU AT O R I F I C E
Percent design speed



















































































































































































































































ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O
iWTCS TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE R A T I O
ROTOR ID"?. R.'SE EFFICIENCY
STAGE TE;-P. R I S E E F F I C I E N C Y
ROTOR KOi-IENTUM RISE E F F I C I E N C Y
soTcs K:AD RISE COEFFICIENT
STA;E HEAD RISE COEFFICIENT
FLOU C O E F F I C I E N T
HT FLCH PER UNIT FRONTAL AREA
XT FLOH PER U N I T AK.NULUS AREA
XT FLCli AT O R I F I C E
KT FLti; AT ROTOR INLET
WT FLOll AT ROTOR OUTLET
WT FLOH AT STATCR OUTLET
R O T A T I V E SPEED
PERCENT OF DESIGN SPEED
PERCENT DESIGN UT FLOX AT O R I F I C E
1 -Rotor-chord axial spacing 1 Exit pylon
Percent design speed





















































































































































































































































TABLE VH. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VII. -Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2 a)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2b)




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2b)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIE. -Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2b)





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IX. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
HOW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE DC. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE EX. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE K. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)
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TABLE X. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (80 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XI. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)
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TABLE XI. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)
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60
TABLE XI. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XI. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
/
FOR ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XI. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XI. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XII. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
MIOTOR 15 (60 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XIII. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (50 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE
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TABLE XIV. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 1 EXIT PYLON;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
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TABLE XIV. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 1 EXIT
PYLON; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XV. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 1 EXIT PYLON;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XV. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 1 EXIT PYLON;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XVI. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 4 EXIT PYLONS;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XVI. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 4 EXIT PYLONS;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XVII. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 4 EXIT PYLONS;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XVII. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 4 EXIT PYLONS;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XVIH. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XVIII. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XVIH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XVHI. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XK. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)





























































































































































































































































































































































































ME* ID PEi< 33






























































TABLE XIX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XIX. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XX. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)



















































































































































































































































































































































































































0 . 1 1 9
0 .104









































TABLE XX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XX. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXI. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (80 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXII. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)






























































































































































































































































































































































































HER ID PEAK SS






























































TABLE XXII. -Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXin. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (60 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRA BLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXIV. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (50 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXV. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
1 EXIT PYLON; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXV. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR ROTOR 15 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
1 EXIT PYLON; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXVI. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
1 EXIT PYLON; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXVH. - BLADE -ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
ROTOR 15 (50 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
1 EXIT PYLON; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXVm. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 95.00 6.0 -1.2 11.0 0.387 0. 0.234 -0.249 0.05! -0.054
97
TABLE XXVHI. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXVHI. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
DSfTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)





















































































































































































































































































1 . 0 0 0
1.000
0.999
1 . 0 0 0














































































































































































TABLE XXVffl. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXVIH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXVIII. -Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
DSfTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
(f) Reading number 551
RAD 11 A8S BETAM REL BETAM TOTAL TEMP TOTAL PRESS
RP IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT IN RATIO [N RATIO
























































































































































































































































































































































































































0 . 0 1 7
0.020
8 90.00 8.4 0.7 10.9 0.470 0. 0.167 0.153 0.037 0.034
9 95.00 8.9 1.7 11.5 0.484 0. 0.196 0.178 0.043 0.039
102
TABLE XXIX. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2b)














































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 . 0 1 8





























TABLE XXK. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 90.00 5.6 -2.0 10.1 0.430 0. 0.140 0.130 0.032 0.029
9 95.00 7.2 - 0.0 11.5 0.453 0. 0.126 0.116 0.027 0.025
104
TABLE XXDC. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE




(c) Reading number 602
R A D I I ABS BETAM REL BETAM TOTAL TEMP TOTAL PRESS
RP IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT IN R A T I O IN RATIO
1 22.949 22.944 39.0 5.6 39.0 5.6 334.8 0.999 15.20 0.973
2. 22.47922.474 36.1 4.4 36.1 4.4 332.7 1 . 000 15.77 0.959


























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXX. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; JNTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXX. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)







































































































8 U.849 15.164 46.2 2.9 46.2 2.9 323.1 0.999 14.74 0.963


















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)


























































































7 15.342 15.624 45.3 2.0 45.3 2.0 322.3 0.999 14.57 0.974
8 U. 849 15.164 47.5 3.5 47.5 3.5 323.1 0.998 14.78 0.955
9 U.343 14.684 49.8 4.5 49.8 4.5 323.3 0.999 14.75 0.935


































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)
(e) Reading number 568







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXX. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































95.00 9.0 1.8 11.9 0.483 0. 0.210 0.208 0.046 0.045
111
TABLE XXX. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXI. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (80 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a;
READING NUMBER 572)



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. 1 1 !
1.131

























TABLE XXXII. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXII. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
DSTTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXH. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPFED;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXH. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXH. -Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXEQ. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (60 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXIV. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (50 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; INTRABLADE ROW

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXV. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 1 EXIT PYLON;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXV. - Concluded. BLADE -ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 1 EXIT PYLON;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXVI. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 1 EXIT PYLON;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXVI. - Concluded. BLADE -ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 1 EXIT
PYLON; DSTTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXVII. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 4 EXIT PYLONS;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2a)

























































































































































































































































TABLE XXXVH. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 4 EXIT
PYLONS; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXVm. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 4 EXIT PYLONS;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXVIH. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; 4 EXIT
PYLONS; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXK. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
(a) Reading number 678















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXK. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXK. - Continued." BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; ESTTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XXXK. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)


















































































































































































































































































R A T I O
1.000
1 . 0 0 1
1.000
1.000
1 . 0 0 0












































































































































































TABLE XL. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XL. - Continued. BLADE -ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XL. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLI. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLI. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLI. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET
LNTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)














































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 90.00 5.7 -2.0 11.9 0.495 0. 0.168 0.168 0.037 0.037
9 95.00 5.1 -2.1 13.0 0.549 0. 0.261 0.261 0 . 0 5 6 . 0 . 0 5 6
139
TABLE XLI. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES
FOR STATOR 9 (90 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLH. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (80 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLHI. - BLADE -ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)
(a) Reading number 693








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLffl. -Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADF
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLin. - Continued. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; DSTTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLTH. - Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2a)














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLIV. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (60 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLV. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (50 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION AT














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLVI. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
1 EXIT PYLON; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
AT STATION 2b)





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XL VI. -Concluded. BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE
EDGES FOR STATOR 9 (100 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR
RESET; 1 EXIT PYLON; DSTTRABLADE ROW
INSTRUMENTATION AT STATION 2b)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLVH. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (70 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
1 EXIT PYLON; DSTTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XLVIH. - BLADE-ELEMENT DATA AT BLADE EDGES FOR
STATOR 9 (50 PERCENT DESIGN SPEED; STATOR RESET;
1 EXIT PYLON; INTRABLADE ROW INSTRUMENTATION
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Figure 2. - Rotor 15.
C-69-750Q,
Figure 3. - Stator 9 (looking downstream).
153







Figure 4. - Compressor test facility.
154
-p-Two null balancing
I pressure taps for flow
[ angle measurement
C-67-3836 C-68-1280
(a) Combination total pressure, total temperature, and flow
angle probe (double barrel probe).
(b) Static pressure probe (8° wedge).
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30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
Percent design equivalent weight flow
Figure 7. - Overall performance for stage 15-9; baseline configuration:






















30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Percent design equivalent weight flow
100 110
Figure 8. - Overall total pressure ratio for rotor 15 compared with











































30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
Percent design equivalent weight flow
Figure 9. - Overall performance for stage 15-9 with reset stator (setting




















Plain symbols denote 1.0-rotor-chord spacing of stators
Tailed symbols denote 1.5-rotor-chord spacing of stators
Baseline configuration from fig. 7














30 40 50 60 . 70 80 90 100 110
Percent design equivalent weight flow
(a) Stator at design setting angle.


























"-H. Reset stator configuration from fig. 9





30 40 10050 60 70 80 90
Percent design equivalent weight flow
(b) Reset stator (setting angle closed 3.7° from design); 1.0-rotor-chord
axial spacing of stators.




U- 3.5 rotor chords -*l
(a) Baseline configuration.
1.0 rotor chord
(bl Typical alternate configuration; close axial spacing of stators.
Figure 11. - Configurations utilized to evaluate effects of axial













Open symbols denote 1 exit pylon
Solid symbols denote 4 exit pylons
Tailed symbols denote reset stator
with 1 exit pylon
Baseline configuration from fig. 7























Reset stator (fig. 9)
Design stator (fig. 7)
-Calculated
operating line
30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Percent design equivalent weight flow
100 110
Figure 12. - Overall performance for stage 15-9 with exit pylon(s) in




























Tailed symbols denote QF-1
Plain symbols denote QF-2
H t^MIZ. Baseline configuration of
stage 15-9 from fig. 7
Actual operating lines
80 (Not available
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Figure 13. - Overall performance of QF-1 and QF-2 (1.824 m rotor tip





















1 1 1 1 1
Measuring station
— O— — 2a
+ Design point
Tailed symbols denote stator reset,
3. 7° closed







30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Percent design equivalent weight flow
100 110
Figure 14. - Effects of measuring station and stator reset on overall
performance for rotor 15 at design speed; 3.5-rotor-chord axial
spacing of stators.
165


















































—aI I I I
-CKK3
20 40 60 100 0 20
Percent span from tip
40 60 100
(a) Stator at design setting angle. (b) Stator reset, 3.7° closed.
Figure 15. - Effects of measuring station on radial distribution of rotor performance; 3.5-rotor-chord axial spacing of
stator.
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84 88 92 96 100 104
Percent design equivalent weight flow
Figure 16. - Effects of measuring station on midspan
average values of rotor outlet total pressure ratio
relative to stator outlet free stream total pressure




Measuring N/^6/ND, W/WD , Reading













Percent span from tip
80 100
Figure 17. - Effects of measuring station on radial distri-
bution of rotor performance. Design speed; stator at

























Percent span from tip
100
Figure 18. - Effects of weight flow on radial distribution of
rotor performance (from measuring stations 2a and 1).

















680 \ Stator reset,




2 0 4 0 - 6 0
Percent span from tip
80 100
Figure 19. - Effects of weight flow on radial distribution
of rotor performance (from measuring stations 2a





























Measuring N/Ve/ND, W/WD, Reading

























™ f Stator reset,
709





Percent span from tip
80 100
Figure 21. - Effects of measuring station on radial distri-
bution of stator performance. Design speed; stator at





Percent span from tip
80 100
Figure 22. - Effects of weight flow on radial distribution of
stator performance (from measuring stations 3 and 2b).












Tailed symbols denote stator reset, 3.7° closed








'SS on calculated operating line
(fig. 7), 100 percent design speed
80 4 8 1 2 - 4 0 4
Incidence angle suction surface, i$s, deg
(a) 10 Percent span from tip. (b) 30 Percent span from tip.
12
Figure 23. - Blade-element performance for rotor 15 (from measuring stations 2a and 1). Stator







Tailed symbols denote stator reset, 3.7° closed
Stator reset. 3.7°closed







- 4 0 4 8
(c) 50 Percent span from tip.
12 -4 0 4 8 12
Incidence angle suction surface, iss, deg
(d) 70 Percent span from tip.
Figure 23. - Concluded.
0 4 8





—O— Design stator setting angle
- -d- - Stator reset, \ 7° closed
Design point
iss on calculated operating
line (fig. 7), dashed for








-8 -4 0 4 -8 ' -4 -0 4
Incidence angle suction surface, iss, deg
(a) 10 Percent span from tip. . (b) 30 Percent span from tip.
Figure 24. - Blade-element performance for stator 9 (from measuring
stations 3 and 2b). Design speed; stator at \ 5-rotor-chord axial






—O— Design stator setting angle
—&- - stator reset, 3.7° closed
-I- Design point
















. 4 - 8 - 4 : 0 4 - 8
Incidence angle suction surface, iss, deg
(c) 50 Percent span from tip. (d) 70 Percent span from tip.
Figure 24. - Concluded.
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Open symbols denote measuring station 2a
Solid symbols denote measuring station 2b










' (a) Stator at design setting angle.
Critical level
from station 2a^ Q_
s
- Critical level




30 . 40 50 60 70 80 90
Percent design equivalent weight flow
(b) Stator reset, 3.7° closed.
100 110














Open symbols denote measuring station 2a
Solid symbols denote measuring station 2b











(a) Stator at design setting:angle.
^-Critical level
from station 2a
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
Percent design equivalent weight flow
(b) Stator reset, 3.7° closed.


















Open symbols denote measuring station 2a
Solid symbols denote measuring station 2b
Plain symbols denote 1 exit pylon
Double-tailed symbols denote 4 exit pylons
Single-tailed symbols denote rotor-alone
critical flows (fig. 8)
Critical levels from station 2a:
With exit Without exit pylons
pylons (from fig. 25)-
-Critical level from station 2b
(estimated from fig. 21) with
exit pylons \
.4
(a) Stator at design setting angle.
Critical levels from station 2b:
With exit Without exit pylons
pylons- (from fig. 25K
\
30 40 50 60 ' 70 80 •
Percent design equivalent weight flow
(b) Stator reset, 3.7° closed.
90 100 110











Open symbols denote measuring station 2a
Solid symbols denote measuring station 2b
Plain symbols denote 1 exit pylon
Double-tailed symbols denote 4 exit pylons
Single-tailed symbols denote rotor-alone
critical flows (fig. 8)
— /-Critical level from station 2a
/ without exit pylons (from fig. 26)
I
(a) Stator at design setting angle.
.5
^Critical level from ^Adjusted to measuring
station 2a without station 2a (estimated
— exit pylons (from from fig. 17)
fig. 26)
LSI
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
Percent design equivalent weight flow
(b) Stator reset, 3.7° closed.










Open symbols denote design stator
Tailed symbols denote reset stator, 3.7° closed
Half-filled symbols denote 1 exit pylon






.84 .92 .96 1.00 1.04
Axial velocity ratio across stator, V
1.12 1.16
Figure 29. - Stator 9 loading-axial velocity ratio relation near stall; 90 percent span from
tip; all configurations with stator at 3.5-rotor-chord axial spacing. (Measuring
















Open symbols denote design stator
Tailed symbols denote reset stator, 3.7° closed
Half-filled symbols denote 1 exit pylon
Solid symbols denote 4 exit pylons







1 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 11
Percent design equivalent weight flow
(b) From measuring stations 2b and 3.
Figure 30. - Correlation of stator 9 modified loading parameter near stall; 90 percent span
from tip; all configurations with stator at 3.5-rotor-chord axial spacing.
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